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From dumbbells to wedding ceremony bells . . . Providing obvious, concise instructions and
photographs for each workout, Sue Fleming knows what brides desire the most.Buff Wedding
brides is a thorough, fully illustrated fitness publication by a fresh York City fitness expert who has
helped hundreds of brides enter shape over the past decade. Whether you have six months or
simply six weeks until your wedding day, Buff Brides can be an invaluable must-have for each and
every bride-to-be. You don't need to panic— Why Buff Brides?• Running out of period?• Easy-to-
follow exercises will show you how to tone your hands and make your back look fabulous! From
thighs to abdominal muscles to triceps, Buff Brides has the exercise for every bride-to-be’ From
toned triceps for sleeveless dresses to a flat stomach for the honeymoon bikini, Buff Brides provides
results. Buff Brides offers helpful hints for choosing a marriage dress that best fits your body type.
Buff Brides includes a 12-week crash course along with the 24-weekoptimal program that works
for any physique!Stressing out? Useful stress-relieving stretches will relaxed your pre-wedding
jitters!••• Well, are you•Worried about a specific target area?Short in space?s problem region!Having
sleeveless-dress anxiety?Going to settle for the first dress you see?most of these exercises can be
carried out right in your ownhome, with reduced equipment.Incorporating fitness tips, motivational
secrets, and wedding-planning reminders, Buff Brides can help you look great and make it to the
altar promptly.
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Recommend this book! Love this book! Readable, understand, and I enjoy how the workouts vary
from day to day. Being a little weakling, my goal was not to lose weight, but to replace a few of my
extra fat with muscle, and so far that is what is happening. The only annoying thing about any of it
is you have to keep flipping between pages for more detailed explanations of exercises. The
publication also gives recommendations on how much additional cardiovascular excerise to end up
being getting, but that isn't a part of this program itself. I'm not really getting married anymore and I
still love this book. My just complaint is the same as many of the additional reviewers... You can
easily follow and keep up with and you can increase weights / reps as you complement. Folks are
asking about diet. All in all an excellent book at a great price! (I've not been doing anything extra
myself; It takes me about one hour to go through the whole thing, as you need to be sure you are
focusing on doing the workouts properly, as opposed to just rushing through the reps. I like that this
plan has recommended weights and number of reps for differing levels on all of the exercises. I am
engaged and getting married in May, but I'd be appreciating this workout also without the inspiration
of a wedding. I feel good about doing something healthy for myself, can tell a difference in how
Personally i think overall, and my fiance may also feel the muscle groups in my arms now!This book
has illustrated guides to different stretches and exercises, grouped by target muscles; Exactly what
it ways it really is! It tells you week by week which workout to do which day, three days weekly. It
has became the most rewarding type of work-out I've attempted, reasonably enjoyable for
somebody who is exercise averse, and the only one I've stuck with for this lengthy. I started the
24-week program at beginner level and have been shifting towards intermediate. Because I will finish
before my wedding, I may keep on with the 12-week at advanced level. It is also nice that it just
requires basic products and minimal space. Great tone-up for just about any woman We am
currently into my 5th week of third , program, and We am already seeing outcomes! perhaps I'd be
losing weight if I was.) With the use of a set of stairs and durable coffee table, all I bought to start
with was a fitness ball, plus 5- and 10-lb. pairs of weights.One thing I came across: The exercises
feel possible for the initial few reps, but by the time your completed the models, you will feel
exhausted! Keep in mind that the book just gives detailed weight training moves, not specific cardio
workouts or meal plans.! Definitely recommend it! This is an extremely great guide for toning all of
your body This is an extremely great guide for toning your whole body.!All of the exercises can be
achieved with minimal equipment that i really appreciate. I did so cardio and then would come home
and do these workout while I was watching tv with my fiancé at night within my own pace. Today I
wish to start doing it again after baby!" I purchased this book so that they can tone up prior to my
wedding.!. It isn't THAT much of a hassle as I use a bookmark to monitor what page I'm on as I
workout, but it would make it substantially easier to be able to lay the reserve flat. What I came
across to work for me was lots of raw vegetables, grilled chicken, egg whites etc. Good total body
work out with enough variation in the techniques to maintain it interesting. the trunk consists of a
24-week and a 12-week recommended schedule. Book goes through a number of exercises
designed to provide you with a full body work out. The exercises are well explained but the writing
continues to be concise. Certainly recommend it for anyone who needs a little help tone up before
the big day! I was athletic/thin in the first place, but I lost 17 lbs total in 7 weeks, and I also ate
clean when possible (80/20 guideline). No complecated machines to figure out and could be
achieved in the home (i still do them at the fitness center because I don't possess space for an
exercise ball). Ankle weights are recommended as well. Don't do what I did so and perform the
"advanced" exercises the first day because the first few reps of the "beginner" exercises felt as well
easy: I'm extremely sore today! I found that going from 5 lb weights to 10lb weights made an
enormous difference in my outcomes, and I didn't appearance too big, just cut! I completed the



workout before my wedding ceremony in August 2014. I have to say. Recommend! The book it
broken down into various sections which concentrate on one section of the body.my body by no
means looked or felt better! Looking at images of my hands and back in my strapless wedding
gown really showed me how much the hard work paid off! the binding really should be spiral
bound. The workout plans are simple but great and they give you a excellent idea of how exactly to
stagger the exercises in a way that you get yourself a good workout every day without overtraining
one muscle tissue group. I did so the shortened plan before my wedding and am performing the
whole schedule again a calendar year later to get back in shape. Eat lean and clean and you're all
set! I like that I could go my own pace and tailor to my very own level my changing the
weights/reps/sets. Great total body work out Love this book. Great book to tone the body before
you say, "I really do!! The book offers step-by-step guidelines and sketches of varied exercises..
Additionally, there are exercise plans in the back of the book that provide a guide of what things to
work on based on just how many weeks you have until your wedding, I bought this therefore that I
could look fantastic for my wedding ceremony and pulled it out after having each of my children to
whip my body back in shape.! I got in great form for my wedding ceremony with this book I
acquired in great form for my wedding with this reserve! I always feel good later on and I appreciate
that the author takes into consideration what sort of beginner should begin and then raise the
challenge over time. Wasted Money So I thought I want help exercising for my wedding, turns out I
viewed the book once. Had not been able to enter it and perform the guide the book
recommended. I quit and exercised without the publication. Great Workout to check out! I have been
doing this workout (along with cardio) for two weeks now and I see a HUGE difference in my body.
It's challenging more than enough but not too challenging to complete in your home. I would suggest
this 100%!
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